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COUNTY ECONOMIES 2015 is a reminder that county economies are where Americans feel the national economy.

1 RECOVERY ACCELERATED IN 2015 ON UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND HOME PRICES.

An additional 462 county economies closed their unemployment gap in 2015, two and a half times more than in the previous year. Most of these county economies that returned to their pre-recession unemployment lows in 2015 were in the South and Midwest. In total, a quarter of county economies across the country got to their pre-recession unemployment lows by 2015. In a similar fashion, 2015 saw home prices reach pre-recession peaks in an additional 448 county economies, up from the previous year. This brings to almost two-thirds the
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2014-2015 UNEMPLOYMENT RATE CHANGE -0.4PPS 1.4% ECONOMIC OUTPUT GROWTH RATE 6.3%

COUNTY PERFORMANCE 2002-2015

SIZING UP 2015

POPULATION 2014 2018, 181
EMPLOYMENT RATE 37.5 5.2%
SALARIES: 2015 2018 $12.1 Million
Washington County, PA has a county government.
Washington County is a medium-sized county in the Philadelphia, PA metropolitan area.
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2015 Was A Year Of Accelerated Recovery
But Not On Economic Output
Small County Economies Recovered In 2014 And 2015
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Economic Output (GDP) Declined In 47% Of Small County Economies in 2015
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The Economic Recovery Is Spreading Out More Rapidly
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Fully Recovered by 2014
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The recovery is creating an uneven geography of opportunity
Annual Wages In Two-Thirds Of Small County Economies Increased 2013-2014
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